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IN'l'RODum'J()N.
Some years ago the writpl' slwwed* that for any r-parameter-gronp in
the plane the most general differential configuration of analytic arcs from the
point of view of invariants l'onsistlS of two ares at distinet points; that is to
say, that no new independent types are introdueed by taking> a more complicated
eonfignration.
'fhe invariants 0[' this fundamental configuration are of two kinds:-
(0) those involving elements from one arc only,
(b) those involving elements frolll both arcs.
It is w'ell known that there are an infinite nnmber of type (a) for eaeh arc;
one of ot'der r, one of order less than '1', and the rest derived from these by
sneeessive differentiations, Jn the above paper the writer also proved that the
number of invariants of type (h) for an r-parameter group is precisely r. We
shall eall this type miJ:ed.
'I'he objeet of the present paper ls to determine the mixed invariants
for the affine gronp of transformatiolls ill the plane, and to interpret them
geometrieaHy.
'fhis represents the first step towa,rds the solution of the wider and more
interesting problem, viz., the finding' of all the projeetive invariants of a
differential configuratioll,
1. INj;'INl'l'I'SI M ,II, 'l'HAl'fSFOHMA'l'lONS OF 'rIni] CIROt)p.
We take as our fundamental eonfigllration two points P (XI> Yl) and
q (;r", 112) through eaeh of whil'1l pa8ses an analytie are. Derivatives at theRe
points will be distinguished by the subseripts 1 and 2. Thus y/" will represent
the thinl derivative of 111 with regard to Xl'
Tfte Affine Group for this fundamental (Jonliguration consists of the four
equations--
Xi = ax;! +. bYi + C
Y i = dXi + eYi +f
(i 1, 2)
., Invnriants of Diff",rential Configurations in the :Plane; 'l'rans. Ampr. Math. Hoc.!
Vol. XI X" No, :l, pp. 82;)-:'.50.
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'['he two invariants of the fir'st type for' eaeh are are known to ]H~ of orders ;) amI
Ii respeetivply. '1'0 find the mixed invariants it will therefore on]y ])(' necpssary
to extend tlw infinitesimal transformations to the fourth (mler. We' find
thC'lIl to 1)('
(1)
at alj at aljv f =0 1)y ',J --1)Yl '2_ .. -- 31)1/'1/"·:J.. ---1) (4y'y'" -+- 3'1j"2) -,
4 ax: ay' ,. ay" . ay', i
"(" ,. IV- + 10 " "') af
--- LJ uYI yl - _ Y Y ----
ay'v
The absolute invariants a 1'(1 tire sollltions of'
These equations form a complete system; the number of variables is 12 and the
number of equations G, therefore the number of independent solutions is
12 - 6 = 6. These will neeessarily be of the mixed type.
(2)
2. SOLUTION 0]1' 'rHE :EQUA'I'IONS.
We shall first eonsider a eonvenient sub-group
Xi = a:ri + C
(i = I, 2)
whose infinitesimal transformations extended to the fourth order are I'd, Fj,
V 3!, Vol. The equations
(3)
form themselves a complete system with 8 independent solutions, of whiel! 4 arl'
of the mixed type. '1'he foul' solutions of type (a) ma.y [w taken to be
(4) y/12yi' yi'''
y/'3
y/2 ylV (i =, 1, 2)
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which are obviously independent. The fact that these are of orders :3 and 1
respectively shows that the mixed invariants of (2) can be obtained by
{lonsidering only terllls of the equations (1) not exceeding the second order.
Solving' Vol == 0, we get an independent r-:et of solutionr-:.
Be Yl
2 .-- y/' B -- Yl4 ._- y~i1 ,
'raking these for nevI' variables, our equationr-: (8) reduce to the three
Again, a complete set of solutions of the first of these three is
. and with ther-:e as new variables the third becomes




we arrive at the single equation
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or, in terl1Hi of the original variables
(5) Y1 - Y2(;:~-~x~jy(
'rhe eight expressions (4) and (;;), which we shall write
eonstitute the eornplete solution of the system
We have now to find what six fundinns of these quantities satisfy the
two remaining equations lid = 1/5/= O. Taking the w's as new variables,.
11 4/ = 0, Vol = 0 beeoll1e respectively
and
of of of· of of
- w -'- - w w- - 2w --- - 2w w --- -f- w- (1 -- w-)-10Wl 2 5 0W2 3 0W3 .4 5 0W4 " " ow;
of of of+- w -- +- w.--- +- (1 -- w )--= 06oW6 ' oW7 g oW g
Solving the last, we get
and substituting in the other, the system finally reduces to the single equation
of of . of(6'\1 - 10) 0'\1 +-'\2 (3 -+- '\4) (:1'\2 +- '\:1 (3 -+ \ +- 3'\5) 0'\3
+- '\4 (,\4 -- 3)/£ --- '\5 (,\5 +- :3) /f +~ (6'\6 - 10) oo! +-'\.1 ('\7- 3) -!/ = 0
4 5 117 116 UII7
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the solutions of which are
(11 4 -- 3)2




11 27 (6116 - 10)
== {(YI'-- Y2') Y2'" + 3Y2"2} 2
- (Y/=-Y2')2 (3Y2"Y/"---. 5Yt'2)
( '. ') ", . 3 "2 (' ')'" -I 3 "2(II + 3) (11 __ 3) ='!f.l-- Y2 Yl- YI . J!.l~__:_ Y2 Y2 T . Y2
5 7 y/'2 Y2"2
where
These are the mixed absolute in,variants of the affine group. It will be
noticed that they are homogeneous and isobaric expressions of "degree" and of
" weight" zero, if we define the" weight" of y(n) to be n + 1, and that of Xl -- X 2
to be - 1, while the" degree " of ;.vl - X 2 is taken to be zero.
They might have been built up, using these properties, from the following
relative invariants;
R I ~ YI ---- Y2 -- (Xl -- X2) YI', R 2= Y2 - YI - (X2 - :r1) Y/
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3. VANISHING OF nm RELATIVE INVARIAN'l'S.
The vanishing of each of these relative invariants indicates a specialisation
of the fundamental configuration which remains invariant uncleI' the affine
group. If we note that the slope of the axis of the osculating parabola is
we may interpret the equations as follows:-
RI = 0 or R 2 = O. The line joining the given points (xv YI) and (x2, ?h) is
tangent to one of the given arcs.
R 3 = O. The tangents to the arcs are parallel.
R 4 = 0 or R 5 = O. One of the tangents has three-point contact.
R 6 = 0 or R7 = O. The line joining the points i8 parallel to the axi8 of
the osculating parabola of One of the arcs.
R 8 = 0 or R9 = O. The tangent to one of the curves 18 parallel to the
axis of the osculating parabola of the other.
RIO = 0 or Rll = O. The osculating parabola of one of the curves hyper-
osculates that curve.
THEABSOLu'rE INVARIANTS.
'rhe six absolute invariants lllay be combined so as to give symmetrical
pall'S. Two will be of order 2, two of order 3, and two of order 4. These at'e
R2
M - 732 =R-R3
2 5
M 42 =-~ R1~!!
5
In tbis form their independenee is dearly exhibited.
The invariance of these functions of the general configuration of two
arbitrary analytic arcs corresponds to the invariance of certain geometric
entities, as follows:-
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Let P be the point (Xl' YI) ; Q the point (x2, Y2) ; T the point of intersection
of the tangents at P and Q; R the foot of the perpendicular from the centre of
curvature of the arc at P on PQ. We easily find that
PT2
-M21 - PQ .PR
'l'his geometric quantity is therefore irivariant under affine transformations.
rrhe interpretation is not altogether satisfying from the affine point of view,
since the circle of curvature is used.
Let us consider the family of parabolas having three-point contact with the
curve at P. Their equation is
(6) YI/l {a (x - Xl) - (y --- YI)} 2 + 2Y1' (a -- YI')2 (X - Xl)
- 2 (a -- YI')2 (y - YI) = o.
where a is a parameter. The condition that Q lies on one of these parabolas is that
a satisfies the condition
(7)
Comparing this equation with M 21 + 2 = 0, that is,
we see that they are identical if a = Y2'. The equation M 21 + 2 = 0 therefore
means that the tangent at Q is parallel to the axis of either of the two parabolas
which pass through Q and have three-point contact with the arc at P. This is
therefore an affine invariant property.
We may look at the matter a little differently. I~et the two values of a given
by (7) be denoted bYYa' and Y4' respectively. These are the slopes of the axes of the
two parabolas of the family (6) which pass through Q. If we denote by'\ either the
cross-ratio [Y/ Y3' Y2' Y4'J or its reciprocal we find that
_ (1+")2
M 21 = --- 2 1 _ " '
from which the above property may be verified by putting ,\ == 0 or 00. Moreover,.
if PQ is tangent to the second arc at Q, the above cross-ratio is harmonic, and
M 21 =0= O.
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,M3l
Through Q draw a line parallel to the axis of the osculating parabola at P
meeting PT in E. Then
Again the use of the circle of curvature gives a somewhat unnatural inter-
pretation.
The osculating parabola at P has for equation
(8) [(YI'Yl'lI - 3YI" 2) (x -- Xl) - Y/" (y - Ytl]2
-- 18y/'3[(y - Yl)--(X -- Xl) Yl'] == o.
The condition that this passes through Q (x2 , Y2) is clearly R 62 + 18 R l R 43 = 0,
that is
.M3l + 18 ~-= 0,
which is therefore the equation of the osculating parabola at P with Q as current
point.
Through P draw PV parallel to the axis of the osculating parabola (8), and





Again it is clear that M:ll + 18 = 0 gives the equation of the osculating
parabola at P.
It follows without difficulty that the equation M 3l = const., that is
(2V2
. .... _.- ==, const48P .PV .
regarded as the locus of Q is a family of parabolas tangent to the osculating parabola
at P, and having their axes parallel to its axis, and their foci on 8P.
The use of the focus is, however, open to the same objection as that of
the centre of curvature.
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1V]41
.Join Q to the centre 0 of the osculating five-pointic conic (ellipse or hyper-
bola) at P. Let the tangent at P meet OQ in P. We find. easily that
gPQ
M 41 =0li'
It is not difiicult to see that tIlis ratio is invariant uncleI' affine transformation,
for the three points 0, F, Q transform into the corresponding points.
The equation M 41 canst., rega,rded as the locus of Q, represents a family
of straight lines parallel ta the tangent at P (Mu = 0). The other line of the family
tangent to the osculating conie is
M u + 18 == O.
